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Festival looking at alternetive sites
. . . about where the College's
By JIM DISKANT AND The Fest.v.al tr-a dlt.iona lly priorities lay, Ms. Booth continued.
BETH POLLARD received a considerable amount of She explained that the Festival
financial support from ~e collge feared that the college's Board of
and had only to pay a minimal fee D' t h deliberated eachr . . k f tree ors, W 0
C
or I~S Sf'x 'I~~e Dsu~merthusel9706 year on .ne Festival. would sud-
on~ S acuittes. urmg e. denly withdraw Conn's support.
session. for example, the operatmg To overcome these economic and
costs were reported to be .ap· legal binds, in late 1975the Festival
proximately $5ll,.ooo,out of which became a corporation . While
the Festival paid $.5,000 and the before becoming a corporation the
college the outstanding $45,000. Festival's director was ern-
William L. Churchhill, Assisitant ployed by the College and therefore
to the President. explained that subservient to it. the Festival now
during its duration as an adjunct had the autonomy as a separate
part of the college. <l the festival entity to determine its own future.
has no standing as a fiscal entity." A completely new contract had to
Also, the director of the Festival be drawn up between tbe Festtval
was directly hired by the college. and the college.
In 1969, Conn hired Charles A major break in tradition oc-
Reinhart to be the Director of the curred last November when Conn
Festival. College, for the first time, asked
Until the Festival became a the Festival to pay $15,000 rent to
corporation, all incoming funds cover overhead costs incurred
intended for the Festival were sent fro']' employment of security;
to the College's bank account, patrols and custodians expenses of
rather than directly to the Festival. keeping buildings in operation and
The Festival, explained Ms. Booth, other costs Conn still, however,
thought that 'his system could offered to provide a $35,000 sub-
jeopardize receiving funds from sidy.
foundations wary of their grants' The Festival's reaction was to
final destination. speculate a departure from Conn.
The Festival's primary concern, After reviewing several potential
she emphasized.,was for main- sites, they decided to stay at Conn
taining a strong dance program. and received grants from the
However, they began to worry Connecticut Commission on the
- Arts, the Southwstern Connecticut
.................................. Chamber of Commerce and other
smaller groups.
Although Reinhart in THE NEW
LONDON DAY (August 8, 1977)
said that ticket sales this year were
about the same as last year, Ms.
Booth said in a COLLEGE VOICE
interview that ticket sales this past
summer did in fact increase.
programs to its summer session.
Although Ms. Booth thinks that a
dance and theatreprogram could'
conceivably "co·exist
peacefully," and that other art
programs could possibly aid
community attendance in the
Festival, she questions the
college's facilities. for such ven-
tures.
She said, "The American Dance
Festival is too important'
historically and for the field of
dance if the College cut back on
facilities." With this observation,
she explained that the Festival
would require 10-14 studios and
theaters for their: summer season.
Fred Grimsey, Director of
Theater Services, commented on
the flexibility of the facilities
during this summer season since
many new studios and theaters
were made available to the
program. ( Crozier-Williams,
Palmer Library, and dining
rooms) He added that the theater
workshop during the summer of '75
was an excellent addition of the
Dance Festival's offerings' "I
applauded the movements, but it
didn't succeed in the box office and
was disregarded, which was un-
fortunate," Grimsey said.
Since that summer the Festival
continued with only dance of-
ferings, which Grimsey suggested
might not be enough for the
community. He suggested that the
time could therefore be right for a
larger, more varied summer 'arts
program including music, opera,
theater and modern dance.
Churchill explained that the
college still had no decision on
instating art activities for the
summer, He said that if the
Festival were to stay, negotiations
.would have to be worked out with
. them since" they use about every
type of open space we have."
The future of other ...s.u.nuner art
programs depends on the Festivals
location decision next month.
Churchill commented, "If there is
going to be some sort of program,
we'd have to get started before
very long."
Concerning the value of the
Festival to Conn, President Oakes
Ames commented, " The Festival
has been a contribution to the
dance program and arts in the
community and has done a great
deal for dance ... It is' something
we're proud to be associated with. I
hope it does stay."
The American Dance Festival
concluded its 30th season at Conn
but the management of the
Festival, a private non-protit
corporation , has not yet decided
whether or not they will remain at
the College.
A small advisory committee
represented by dance and theatre
experts from all over the country
are reviewing over 45 invitations
and 12 feasible sites for next
summer's Festival, chosen by the
Festival management. They wiIl
make a final decision by the
middle of October. Acoording to
Lisa Booth, Administrative
Director of the Festival, the in-
terrelated grounds for choosing the
Festival's summer home include
the site's physical facilities, their
asking rent and the area's potential
audience.
The American Dance Festival's
New London roots run deep.
Although it actuaIly started at
Bennington in 1934, it re-opened in
19~8 at Conn College. With its
rebirth at Conn came Martha
Myers an instructor in dance at the
College as Dean of the Festival, a
position she still holds today.
The Lance investiglltion has taken another turn, with even the
President himself being implicated in the matter. Deputy Comp-
troller of the Currency Robert Bloom 'has stated before Sen.
Ribicoff's Government Operations Committee that before the
President-Elect Carter "knew or should have known" about Mr.
Lance's banking problems. When Bloom was asked why he did not
let this be known sooner, and why he had written a glowing,
recommendation of Mr. Lance, the deputy said that he had feared
[or his job.
Mr. Lance will testify before the committee on Thursday. Mr.
Carter has postponed a press conference until after Mr. Lance has a
chance to defend himself, and then will publicly comment. It is
widely speculated that Mr. Lance will resign after he testifies, but
he still denies those reports. '
The Senate also will be taking up the subject of gas-guzzling
automobiles. It is working with the idea of banning all cars that get
less than 16miles per gallon by 1980and increasing that to 21 miles
per gallon by 1985. Passage is expected. Automobile manufacturers
could be fined $10,000 for each car that is built that does not meet
these requirements.
There is action on the Democratic Rules Reform Commission that
may adversely affect the New Hampshire primary, the first
Presidential primary held during an election year. The committee,
meeting in Detroit, split. down the middle on a motion requiring all
primaries to be held between the second Tuesday in March and the
second in june.
She attributed much of the in-
creased sales to heightened in-
terest and involvement in the
community. The Friends of the
M1crican pance Festival, under
the initiation of Mary Jane Ingrag-
hm . Director of Community
Development and the direction of
Marlilyn Glassman, was a new
local organization active in
generating community en-
thusiasm.
Martha Myers, Dean of the
Festival, found that not only did the
Festival continue to have fine
quality, but that popular support
demonstrated that the artistic
movement was successful.
One point of controversy is the
college's idea of adding- other art
RECYCLE THIS PAPER
No fortune cookie The soup came first. Buz said itwas alright but there should have
been more meat and the wonton
was not delicate enough. (Buz is a
connoisseur of wonton soup.) The
consensus on the egg rolls
was "inside good,the vegetables
quite tasty.but the outer portion is
too chewy." For our taste, at least.
The main dishes: Moo Goo Gai Pan
was all sorts of dahclous
vegetables such as water chest-
nuts,bamboo,snow peas and
mushrooms mixed with chiken in a
delectable sauce. Very good. The
Sweet and Sour Pork had good and
bad points. The pork and
vegetables were fine-crunchy (not
rocks as they seem to be at the
Jade Garden), but the sauce just
tasted too much of pineapple. The
Roast Pork Egg Foyoung was a
mistake. The pork and egg were
fine but were smothered in a sauce
that Dickie' said tasted like mud
(we all agreed), What a shame,
Amazing but true! The Subgum
Chow Mein was very good! With a
name like that we thought it would
be awful--we were wrong. Try it,
you'll be impressed. The fried rice
wasn't good at alf-get the white
rice, even though it isn't hot.
Dessert is either ice cream or a
fortune cookie. We all got ice
cream. I thought it was good but
Roger said it was old and he should
know because he used to work at
Friendly's.
General notes to end up on:Don't
expect much out of the decor. It's
functional, nothing special. There
is an American menu but it is very
limited-a few sandwiches, pork
chops and a hamburger. There is
also a children's menu for those of
you with children, Wong's closes at
9:30 p.m. and is closed all night on
Tuesdays. The price was
reasonable ( good, if someone else
is paying). Even with all our beers
and the tip we were able to split the
tab at $7.50 each. Expect to pay a
little more if you order a la carte,
. less, if you don't drink. Overall, we
decided that Wong's was worth it )
, whatever that means) because the
food was better than at least one of
the other Chinese restaurants in
the area and comparable with the
others ( we don't know about the
Sea Dragon yet) as well as being
less expensive than the China
Lake.
(beer lover that I am.) Un-
fortunately, they were out of
Carlsberg so we had to be satisfied
with Schmidt's, Bud or Miller. We
all got Millers. Once we'd decided
that we were going to share, we
• agreed that "two from Group A
and two from Group B" would be
the best because that included Egg:
Drop or Wonton Soup, an Egg Roll
each, all the tea you Can drink, rice
( fried or white) and dessert. Mrs.
Wong was quite accom-
modating. She was willing
to let us have three from Group A
and one from Group B (at a small
additional fee,of course.) but we
ended up being conventional after
all. From Group A we chose Moo
Goo Gal Pan and Sweet and Sour
Pork. Group B provided us with
Roast Pork Egg. Foyoung and
Subgum Chow Mein. (Isn't that a
strange name-- subgum P)
w\~ took extensive notes on the
food so that if we got too drunk. and
forgo I our night at Wong's wed
<.;1 ill be able to write ihi~ artn "
rh,: follnwing is from our; notcs
By M.S. WHEELER
There are five Chinese
restaurants in the immediate New
London area. We'd been to three of
"them and decided to try one of the
other two. The Sea Dragon never
has any cars in the parking lot so
that was out. Buz said he thought
Wong's was still in business So we
went there. 78 Truman Street, near
'he Texaco Station and the Mission
Soul Food Diner and right next
door to the Department of Motor
Vehicles. The facade wasn't
anything to rave about, so we just
went inside. ( Dickie put the top up
on his convertible because he said'
it was a bad neighborhood.) Mrs.
Wong seated us in the back room
which was bigger than the front,
but just as- deserted. (Note: We
went en a Wednesday night at 8:30-
-not a time when most restaurants
are packed.)
The booths were styled after the
back seat of a '67 Chevy, but it was
the Carlsberg sign that im-
mediately caught my attention
Enrollment increases
Males keep pace
By VIKI FITZGERALD One, Conn. College does not
practice a "rolling admissions
procedure. In this procedure, an
admissions office reviews ap-
plications as they receive them.
until the desired number of ac-
ceptances is reached.
Conn, on the other hand,
examines all applications at once
following a set deadline. While a
rolling admissions procedure in-
sures greater accuracy in filling
the number of openings, it gives
priority to applicants based on
when they apply, rather than on
their qualifications.
Dean Watson also referred to the
fact that unlike many other small
colleges, Conn is not suffering a
slack in enrollment. The college,
said Dean Watson, would rather
accept more students and deal with
the housing situation and its
problems to ensure enough funds
for the school year, than accept
only the minimum and deal with
economic problems when students
dropped out.
It appears that not as many
freshmen will have the opportunity
to move out of their triples into
singles this year. This is because
fewer students have withdrawn
thus far this year than was ex-
pected.
In addition, more seniors
returned to Conn after their junior
year abroad or at another
American' college than was ex-
pected. Also, many upperclassmen
arc choosing to remain on campus
this year, attributed to a shortage
of off-campus housing.
According to Dean Watson,
every year an attrition rate, the
anticipated withdrawal count, is
calculated and is usually only 1-2
percent off the actual figures.
However, it is this slight difference
that determines whether or not
overcrowding will occur.
Although Conn College has not
achieved the ideal SO-50ratio of
men to women students, it is one of
the more successful examples of
co-education in the number of
small, womens colleges that have
gone co-ed.
According to Jeannette Hersey,
Director of Admissions, there are
approximately as many male
freshmen in the class of '81 as in
the class of '80. Unofficial figures
from the Registrar's Office
estimate 288women and 167men in
the class of '81.
Since 1969when Conn went coed,
the number of incoming males has
increased dramatically. That first
year, 43 males applied and 24
entered Conn. as freshmen. There
were also 20·24 male transfers,
bringing the total male student
population to about 44, as opposed
to 1,341 women. These men were
housed in the Oneco Hotel across
Route 32.
Ms. Hershey said that in her
opinion, Conn has been more
successful than most of the former
women's colleges in going coed. In
her view. this has been because
when the school decided to become
a coeducational institution, the
administration approached the
idea with the realization that
certain aspects of Conn education
would have to change. Sports
programs for men had to be added,
and certain courses had to be
added and dropped in order to
make the new men feel at ease.
This year there has been an
increase in the number of enrolled
freshmen. Margaret Watson, Dean
of Student Affairs, indicated that
approximately 20 triples, in ad-
dition to the already existing 20,
had been added. .
She cited two reasons for this.
AlCarmines will speak InHarkness Chapel at Uam Sunday.
Reverend-composer returns
"Three can be a lot more fun
than two- And there's lots you can
do- When you're doing it to two-
And two are doing it to you."
The fact that a man who is
heralded by tire New York Post as
"the best living American com-
poser of music," wrote that score
might not surprise you. The fact
than an ordained -Methodist
minister did, might. AI Carmines,
minister of the Judson Memorial
Church in Greenwich Village, is
both.
.Reverend Carmines, one of the
founders of the Judson's Poet's
theater in New York was
theologian in residence in the
spring of 1975at Conn and is now
returning here to do a cabaret style
coffee house on Saturday, Sep-
tember 17. He will also preach at
services in Harkness Chapel
Sunday.
Chaplain David Robb said of
Carmines, "He and his show are
very hard to explain. He sits at the
piano and sings his compositions
and talks about his work and
himself, which sounds strange but
is very enjoyable. For the Sunday
chapel service, we will be hearing
some of his hymns and the Conn
. College Chorus will also sing."
Carmines will be performing in
the Crozier Williams Dance studio
Saturday at 9:30 p.m. His per-
formance is sponsored by the
Chapel Board as an extension of
their regular Saturday Cof-
feehouse.
__ ...>.. L"' L' •.,.~.~., .~~ ..
• '.' ~n
It's never too late to order The Times for the rest of the semester, or the year!
Canvassers will be around next week, or contact: David Jordan Box 818 443-5050
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The reality of the situation
An intrinsic advantage to attending a small liberal arts college is the
pre-supposed personal alliance between administrative services and
students' needs. At Conn, one of the several broken \inks in this idealistic
close connection is the college's lack of response to our obvious need for
pre-registration.
THE COLLEGE VOICE recently polled Conn undergraduates to survey
the number of students closed out of courses at registration t',is semester.
Of the 462 respondents, 38 percent of the freshmen, 47 percent of the
sophomores, 37percent of the juniors, and 17percent of the seniors were
closed out of one or more courses. The Administration's refusal to.
seriously consider such high close-out rates constitutes an evasion 01
responsibility to students' expectations and academic needs.
Last year's Ad-Hoc Committee on pre-registration clearly showed the
inefficiencies of our present registration system and outlined alternatives
and solutions. These inefficiencies include the. Bookstore's $16,000per
year's losses due to inaccurate book ordering unavoidable under the
present system, "dead-weighted" courses, one student discussion
groups, and overcrowding in courses or sections.
Overcrowded classrooms weaken the personal contacts between
faculty and students which are uniquely important to' a small liberal arts
college. Overcrowding must be eliminated in addition, a pre-registration
system would rejuvinate Conn's feeble and shallow advising system.
Even pre-registration through individual departments by giving
priority to majors contradicts an important general education goal of
encouraging students to explore a wide variety of academic fields. The
college's services should be flexible to accomodate student's needs, not.
the administration's existing structure.· .
The College's anachronistic registration system has outlived any
justification and nowmust be eradicated. We need not base our argument
on the cliche "everybody else does it;" nor will we stoop to an in-
significant complaint of the outrageous, massive lines which reduce
students to images of insects scrambling for choice cuts of the prey.
The crux of our argument rests .on the Administration's blatant
disrespect of the committee's thorough investigation and final decisions.
On the registration issue, the Administration has not only neglected to
service students' needs, but has also ignored our voicing 01 these needs.
Certainly $6000 adequately pays for obtaining the courses we wish to
study. This can only be possible through a pre-registration system. THE
COLLEGE VOICE intends to explore and determine methods of pre-
registration and insists the Administration and the Student Government
Association do likewise.
Letter from the Editor
THE COLLEGE VOICE is a newsmagazine. In twelve pages each
week, we will attempt to both cover issues and discover people. Through
the year's 20 issues, we will seek a broad crossection of ideas from the
. Community.
Editorially, THE VOICE -will represent the reasonable student who
knows that someday his-her college education is going to have to start
producing. We will also be very interested in the reality of student life and
how the college measures up to the small, private, liberal arts image. We
will not ignore the national front. To gain insight into the "reasonable
student," surveys will be conducted constantly and will form the back-
bone of our editorial stances.
Our "Letters" section will not be a forum for bias and slander. Those
presenting one-sided views will be published only when the opposing view
may be equally represented.
Taperecorded interviews, both with members of the Community and its
Guests, will face the Editorial Page. Thick issues on campus such as til/!
budget, tenure and pre-registration will be discussed here as well as in
investigative articles in our features section. THE VOICE will set up
small groups to study each of these problems in depth.
Week to week coverage of activities will be minimized to accomodate
the more thoughtful issues. Special activities will warrant heavy ink and
a variety of perspectives. In all of our pieces we will present the com-
munity with interesting reading. No anonymous columnists will appear
on these pages, nor will articles written for and by insiders of
individual activities. We hope to present subjects in a light appealing to
the Community.
These goals are only hot air without a wide variety of contributions. We
will always actively seek new contributors and they will be treated with
consideration. It is only with their help that THE COLLEGE VOICE will
become a respectable reflection of Connecticut College.
D.S.
Cover pboto by lohn Hunter
There will be an all·campus meeting for everyone interested in
getting involved with THE COLLEGE VOICE on Tuesday, Sep-
tember 2/, at 7pm inK.B.living room.
Th. remaining posltlonl on the
Editorial Board open at the pre .. nt
.• 1",.: Monoglng Editor, A.. I,tant to
the Editor and knior Editor. .
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TNT
Personality conjlict :
The future of the American Dance Festival hinges on conflicting per-
sonalities, not on the question of economics. These clashing personalities
include the management of the Festival and the artistic administration at
the college who are all unable to work effectively with one another'.
The Festival has asked a committee of dance and theatre experts from
all ever the country to help in choosing a site for next summer's season. It
is the duty of this committee to assess the Festival's nee.ds and then ex-
plore and evaluate each site on the basis of its facilities and potential
community involvement. The descision should not be based on tradition,
as the Festival has probably overtaxed its original warm welcome. A
larger city might then be more'adventageous to the Festival's future. It is
not too late to bring fairness back to a situation of underhanded dealings,
bad management, confusion, hasty decisions, and quick judgements.
The Feslival lias been excellent public relations for Conn and put us on
the map. If it was known that the theatrical world would later take ad-
vantage of Conn and trample on its administration's integrity, the
Festival would have been a box office flop years ago. For many years the
plot was pushed backstage, .and it is now apparent that the theatrical
world is not one of fairness and clear, open decisions.
The future of the Festival is too intertwined with that of the college and
its players. It is therefore crucial to Conn's reputation and the integrity of
the Festival's employees that no more personalities be dragged into the
decision making process.
Letters
To the Editor
In order to remind everyone of the
College's policy on drugs, I would
like to call your attention to the
statement on page 26 of the 1977-
1978 catalogue.
" The College disapproves of the
taking of drugs illegally. Students
involved in their use or distribution
will be subject to administrative
disciplinary action. Such action
.may include dismissal from the
College. The College cannot protect
students who violate s.tate or
federal laws from any outside
action taken by responsible en-
forcement authorities."
Our policy has been and will
continue to be that prevention of
the illeg'al use of drugs is the
r espons ibf lity of the College
community. Whenever individuals
are suspected of drug .use or
distribution, the administration
will investigate and take the ap-
propriate internal action. If
responsible enforcement
authorities come on campus, the
College cannot interfere with their
Invest iga tion by warning in-
dividuals in advance. To do so
would be obstruction to justice.
We ask for everyone's cooperation
in helping to keep drugs off the
campus.
President Ames
Box 1351, Connecticut College
New Lond_", Connecticut 06320
Editor·in-ehief Oovld Stewort
Associate Editor Seth P"IIfJnI
Contributors: David Cruthen, Geoff
Day. Jim DI.kant. J••• le Dorin. Tracy
Duhamel. Mark Flnkl_, Vlkl FIt·
zg.rald, John Hunt.r, Cindy Mall.t ,
Patty McGowan, $t..,. Murph_y,
Fred Murolo. Raymond N_gron. Andy
Ogilvie, Howard Polln.r. Bob Porter,
Sarah Rabinowitz. Not. Rich, Walt.r
Sive, Noah Sorkin, Mary Whe.l.r.
THE COLLEGE VOICE is a week-ly
newsmagazine publiShed by students
of Connecticut College during the Fall
and Spring Semesters. The Editorial
Board Is responsible for the general
policies and editorials of TH E VOICE;
the Editor-In-Chief is responsible for
the content and day to day
management .
. Only metrtcutetec students of
Connecticut College may become
members of the staff.
Subscription and advertising in-
formation is available upon request.
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Rhyne stands firm
Course close-out figUres unrelated to preregistration
The following is a tape recorded interview with Dr. Robert Lee Rhyne
of the Registrar's Office conducted Sunday, September 11.
VOICE: The College Voice did a
survey on how many students were
shut out of one or more courses.
Out of 462 respondents, 38 percent
of the freshmen, 4S percent of the
sophomores, 4S percent of the
juniors, and 17 percent of the
seniors were closed out of courses
this semester. What are your
comments, and do you feel that
these figures a re an accurate
reflection of registration?
I can't verify the accuracy of
those figures because an awful lot
of things have been happening
since registration, as now we are
getting into the add-drop period in
which a lot of people who might
have gotten closed out of a course
on that particular day now have
been able to add to it...I can't
verify your particular figures ...but
I'm going to say that it has no
relationship to pre-registration.
VOICE: What makes you think
that?
What you're dealing with here is
a situation in which the faculty (all
of us voting) have decided that we
can impose an enrollment limit on
certain courses.
Even if you had a pre-
registration in the spring, you
would still have enrollment limits (
as the ones in the fall).
VOICE: Since it is a liberal arts
education ... an important factor is
to get the courses which, eb-
viously ....
vqIC,.E:. You di§agree, why?
Everybody can't get everything
that they want at the time that they
want it. It just works that way!
VOICE: Is it possible to have a
schedule of the courses set up in
May and wouldn't that allow the
College more freedom?
You ask a complicated
question .... everybody can't teach
everything, so that even, if you
know that there were 100 people
interested in Accounting back in
May, could you really ask ( the
professors) to give up thetrcourse
for another?
..... When we had pre-registration
in the past there have been very
few adjustments in the courses
offered between May and Sep-
tember. ,
VOICE: What are your thoughts
on the advising system per se and
how it sullers as a result of the
present system?
Before I get into that. ... an ef-
fective and meaningful pre-
registration assumes a lot of
things; 1) a course catalog, 2) a
schedule, 3) an advising system,
4) and the student body ...had you
transferred in the first semester,
you would have been one of be-
tween 600 and 700 students who
would have missed out in a May
pre-registration, ..
I'm concerned about the six to
seven hundred students who are
not here in any given May ... there
were approximately 433 new fresh-
men ..63 new transfers and over 100
readmitted students.
Now trying to get hold of these
people during the summer is a very
treacherous kind of business ...This I
summer many of our students
. complained they didn't receive our
mail.. ..
But my point is that trying to get
hold of these people, with all the
information in hand; you're still not
going to solve one thing which is
very important, and that is the
advising system -- you cannot
advise well by mail.
VOICE: What we are concerned
with is whether or not registration
Pholo by Andy Ogilvie
as it is now run is gIvIng the
students the full benefit of a liberal
arts education.
It has to do with the concept of
limited enrollment and the
Ireally think is not easy to answer.
w nether or not people should have
everything they want
VOICE: If it's a result of careful
planning and advising, would you
agree that they should get what.
they want when tbey want eit?
1'11 have to fudge my answer here
a little bit.
...When there is a statement that
appears in a catalog by a given
course " enrollment limit is 25
students in each section,"
pre-registration is not going to
break that 25 course .limit.
VOlCE: Are you suggesting that
ea ch department do - pr-e-
registration on its own?
No, not do a pre-registratlon.
Call it a kind of sampling, sound-
ing, to see what it is that people
arc interested in taking, Then the
burden will be on the department to
pay attention to its figures or
ignore them. I really think that is
where the issue is.
VOICE: Is the schoolcapable of
pUlling together a system by which
they could print the catalog in
April?
We used to.
VOl CE: Booklists could be
published at that time and of
course the Bookstore would benefit
greatly from this pre- registration
system?
....Ihave had many a debate with
our present book shop manager
about these issues. I am sym-
pathetic to her problem. But I'm
also not at all sympathetic to the
fact that she doesn't-utilize what I
consider Administrative control
over altering orderings sent in by
the faculty. As far as I'm con-
cerned, the best rule of thumb or
indicator of how many people
you're going to nave in a given
course this September-is to go back
and look at preceeding enrollments
... and all those statistics areJn my
office ....
Our biggest problem with the
bookshop'fs over-ordering and the
problems of return .. It is not late
ordering for that added section .. In
rhat case, the persons who have
made the wrong projections have
been the faculty tied in with the
bookshop ... Pre-registration isn't
going to help that'
VOICE: Why not?
Because again, we're missing so
many people!
Everywhere you have a begin-
ning course ... that's the kind of
gambling you've got to do. Your
May pre-registration that we used
to have for upperclassmen then in
hand gave a few figures which
many times just didn't hold up.
Because again you're missing a
large segment. ..
"Everybody can't get everything
they want at the time that they
want it. It just works that way.•.
Preregistration doesn't guarantee
a person a fixed enrollment slot." -Robert Rbyne
"It depends on scheduling, but if you have trouble
getting into your courses then there is a possibility of
having major problems in fulfilling requirements of
your major and of the college. 1strongly disagree with
Mr. Rhyne.~'
VOICE: That's just a detail of the
sytem ... you're saying tha t the
main argument against it is the
number of people who come in
late ....
And the fact that the system
doesn't work.
VOICE: Which system doesn't
work?
Pre-registration doesn't work!
VOICE: When is the last time we
had pre.registration?
April, 1971.
VOl CE: Now, would you say that
this is a conclusive proof ( that that
experiement in pre.registration is
conclusive proof) to the fact that it
won~t work?
No, I don't say that it's con-
clusive at all. ... 1 really don't know
how you can efficiently cope with
that very large section of missing
students. How can you cope with
changes of mind and in my 18th
year at this college, the number of
changes of mind which have oc-
curred in spring to the- fall has
really radically increased.
VOICE: What we're primarily
concerned with is that registration
of courses would allow for ashor!
freshmen advising period without
the competition from the major
advisors ( or two thirds of the
schooll?
I don't think pre-regtstration has
anything to do with this ...
...There is nothing which says
that a student who is here in April
or May can not go talk with his
major advisor.
Kurt Fisher, '79
It can be done on the basis of
gambles and -odds.
VOICE: Is this the best way of
planning an education?
I think it is. In' all of my advising, -
I have insistently recommended
that people have more alternatives
than the fixed number of slots that
we allow ... think of six courses.
... The nearest institutioj; to us
that has pre-registration is the
Coast Guard Academy. And you
know how they can get away with
it? They have extraordinarily few
choices.
We have been through four
revisions of the curriculm in the 18
years that I've been here. Pre-
registration used to work pretty
well until we started dropping the
requirements right and left and
now we've got so much flexibility,
which everybody thinks is a good
idea and I do too, but it fouls up a
lot of the projections .... it is really
not an easy selection for anybody,
and I don't think pre-registration is
the answerv-
The.problem of being shut out of
.courses is one which is beyond pre-
registration, beyond registration,
it is something addressed directly
to the departments themselves and
whether or not they can ac-
comodate the interest which
students have, whether they're
willing to accomodate or whether
they can accommodate them ..all
those things. Here I would think the
feed-in has got to go in very
directly from the student body.
John Atkins, '79
"When one pays $6,000 for a liberal arts education, it
seems ridiculous that all classes should not be open to
everyone. An example of this is the Government
Department. Instead of being open to all, it has
become specialized. If you come here, you are willing
to give your time .. there must be some way to rectify
this problem."
"I don't see why we can't have pre-registration. It's
such a mob scene. It's the worst feeling for freshmen,
who haven't yet been inducted into the ways of Conn
College, to face all the uncertainty of registration."
"I can see the sense in that, but pre- registration
should guarantee-slots for the students who major in
certain flelds and it should be extended in some form
to the whole student body. You see, pre- registration is
a necessity for plonning our educational life. I per-
sonally have lost valuable time in taking courses
which are not related to my major."
Ta lie Ward, 'Ill
Vuyo Ntshona, '80
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Broadway production creates more
By JIM D1SKANT
The Broadway touring group On The Aisle, Inc. has been in residence at
Connecticut College for the past two weeks and concluded their stay with
three performances of the award-winning musical, Cabaret, this week.
The idea to bring a national touring company here was a collaborative
effort of Jackie Warner, Producer and President of the company and
Fred Grimsey, Director of Theatre Services at the College.
Warner and Grimsey had become acquainted with each other through
Warner's first production that he produced, directed and starred in, Stop
the World, I Want to Get Off, in which Warner had earlier starred in
Australia in Anthony Newley's hit. Warner's production was performed
at Connecticut College in 1967. .
"We are doing this now as an experiment, to see if we can bring some
culture ...of course this community doesn't need any culture, there is a lot
of culture in this area, as there were a lot of dance companies prior I this is
then the first Broadway show to stay here in residency and if it is suc-
cessful, we will come back next year with another show," began Warner.
Grimsey saw the experience as an excellent learning project for
theatre students, as this is the first touring company to stay two weeks in
residence. "The students can watch a show being put together and help
with the production," explained Grimsey. "As it was the beginning of the
semester, Palmer was free, and such an experiment was then possible,"
he added.
"I remembered the theatre," continued Warner, "and that is Why I
contacted Mr. Grimsey--it's a lovely one with 1600seats, a perfect size for
legitimate theatre. It's intimate without a large pit. I find the most
frustrating, and also harmful effect on stage actors is a huge pit, which
keeps the actor from getting contact with the audience. A play like
Cabaret needs contact. We feel like the audience is like the Kit Kat Club."
Warner expounded on one of his purposes spending two weeks here,
which is to be able to work early with the set before the actual per-
formance. "It's unheard of that we were so well set for the actual per-
formance. As a rule, we rehearse in a studio and the actors never get on a
set until 48 hours, sometimes 24hours before a performance. This way we
were set a week prior to the production."
As the company actually rehearsed here, they stayed two weeks,
normally a national touring company consists of one night stands, which
will start tonight for this company, when ~ll-1eaY.l' for Charleston,• J __
than-ex
Virginia. "We are called a bus and truck tour, and mostly do one night
stands, set up, do the performance, tear down, sleep over and travel the
next morning ...
"It's something we love to do or we wouldn't do it...A producer's [ob is
then to put everything together and hopefully with taste, because without
taste, there isn't any theatre. Conflict is also a necessary ingredient, and
we have had luckily minimal but constructive criticism."
John Sharpe, Director-Choreographer and Warner are old friends, and
had studied ballet together years ago. In New York they went their
separate ways, although they wanted eventually to do something
together. Warner elaborated, "We thought that it was about time to do
something together and it is working out just beautifully ... I think that
Cabaret is a beautiful production. I firmly believe that this will be my
finest production, of course I am prejudiced as this is my show. My
conviction lies with the talents of the director, who was Assistant to John
Fosse in the movie, as well as the set and costume designers and the
talented group of professional actors."
The entire company seemed to generally find the students and situation
in the past weeks here friendly and a good working conditions. Most
actors find the company a cohesive unit and found the weeks here helpful
in this development.
David Morgan, the male lead, "1'4.C." toured previously as Jesus in a
production of Godspall, and commented, "Most often in New York
we practice in studios with mirrors and without costumes, props, sets,
lights, or microphones, until the night of the performance. This is a
rehearsal retreat. We are away from the City, our own problems and can
concentrate fully on the show. The Producer and Director did a wonderful
job in not only selecting talented people, but people who can travel
together for many months. If you can't live together, the performance'
will be detrimental and lead to real hassles."
David Darvey, "Herr Scholz," added, ..... these are excellent con-
ditions at a college to work for, much better than I expected or an-
ticipated .. .it shows the students real life in terms of backstage conditions,
unlike the theatre at Wesleyan which is too modern and elaborate."
Deborah Falcone "Frl. Kast" stressed the need to push to get ahead in
the theatre, and expressed, "I like it here, it is out of the ordinary a
luxury theatre. One can get frustrated in the City, it is then nice working
for a while and forget about insecurity."
The female lead, Judi Lawrence, "Sally Bowles" has been in theatre
Photos by John Hunter
Left: Willkomme,,!!! Berlin!!!!
What you can get at the Kit Kat Klub-
Donna Low, Linda Ipanama, Elizabeth
Evans, Cherri Lynne, and Joanne Genelle ( 1-
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about ten years and has a $10,000 nightclub act in New York, Acapulco,
and Puerto Rico. She enjoys the chance to act again.
She, along with many of the other actors seemed to like the facilities at
the College, where one can relax in a peaceful situation. James A. Kroll
"Ernst Ludwig" expressed on the other hand, loneliness from New York, .
commenting on the beauty of Connecticut but the lack of excitement.
Steve Rudolf, the Assistant to the Producer, added that the group ends
up cohesive and stressed the fact that one night stands are very difficult
and straining. For the company he saw a great benefit in staying here two
weeks to rehearse and put the show together. He along with Warner,
found the students helpful, and believed it was a good learning experience
for the students.
Grimsey gave his production class the opportunity to take active roles
in working along with Warner's crew. He hopes. also that it is possible to
have a touring company perform as a yearly project. He sees advantages
both to the company, who have an opportunity to work in an "intimate"
arrangement, and to the theatre students, who have so much to gain.
Thursday John Sharpe had spoken with some theatre students in an
attempt to clarify a few points about theatre. He explained what the
musical theatre _ is an American phenomena which has been
developed with productions like Cabaret. With the rise of such a genre
came the director-choreographer.
Two students in Grimsey's production class had taken active roles in
helping the Warner company. feel through this experience they have
learned a areat deal. Steven Rust '81, helped with carpentry and gained
tips "more than anywhere else" for the Warner Crew. He had previously
done high school and summer theatre in Burlington, Vermont. "The
crew was great and understanding, the work was fun and time con-
suming," explained Rust.
Martha Sharpless 'SO", helped with costumes. She has in the past done
more work with lights, but found the change nevertheless interesting,
where she did hand sewing, as she is not a seamstress. "Through the
experience of working with a Broadway company, unlike a college
company, Iwas able to see the real life picture: the demands on the crew.
the types of people--actors and crew, the pressures and hassles. Now I
can sec it lOllpercent, when before I had only an idea," said Sharpless.
Now the show is over and the crew is gone but the success of Fred
Grimsey's idea remains.
,b·
th
1-
Right: linda tpanama, a Kit Kat girl. Above: The
essence of Berlin in the 1920s, "Mein Herr" ,( David
Morgan "M.e.,11 and Judi Lawrence)
Judi Lawrence as Sally Bowles belting out Iter acclaimed "Maybe this
time. "
Photo by Geoffrey Dav
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PIZZA HOUSE
"Just
Down
TheHill " Dinners,Italian Pizza,
Grinders,
Beer On lap Homemade Lasagna
DellYerles-$5.00 Min.
"NEWOWNmS"
.67 WILLIAMS51.
PHONE- •• 3-1933
BURGER, FRIES & BEER FOR ONLY $1.50
Quarter-pound all
beef burger,
golden french
fries, and your
choice of a frosty
schooner of beer or
large sort drink for
only S1.50.
10-16-77
Limit one coupon
per customer.
P lease present this
coupon.
566 Colman Street
New London,
Conn.
Tel. 442-7146
FAMfi.Y RESTAURANTS
Faftlaus Foot-LOng Sand_lches
Hele s a glUl opeouunnv 10[rv a cenoeus
lOOI·long sanewrcn Irom SUBWAY ana SAVEl
Purchase your tavome anI! get another FAH
during 11115SPECIAL OFFER
JUST TEAR OUT THE COUPON BHOw AND
MAKE TRACKS FOR THE SUBWAY STATION
NEAREST YOU NOW'
/'
~.,"'.),
f."'J; ,
"-;;" .. ,"','. '.. '~)~~'~~J?h~_Y:.:~__,
HOT GOOD WITH ANY OTHER OFFER I,".c*:e~y:::,
0~~-77 rF~~~I
THIS COUPON ENTITLES YOU TO
ONE FREE FOOT-LONG SANDWICH
IWHEN YOU PURCHASE ANOTHER ONE OF
ICOMPARABLE VAWE AT USUAL PRICE.
I OFFER' GOOD ONLY AT PARTIOPATING STATIONS BELOW
2 Bank St. New London
By MARC OFFENHARTZ published booklists would not
adversely affect sales at the
Bookstore. As a self-suppor-ting
operation, the store makes its
money on the "trade books," and-
other materials which do not
constitute course material per se.
The employees of the Bookstore
are paid by the College but the
FICA, Social Security and
retirement funds along. with ex-
penses are paid by the store.
As the quality of texts are con-
tinually improving, professors _are
ordering improved editions. The
search for books which aid the
student should not be frustrated.
Mrs. Riley elaborated her
philosophy as follows: . 'The
Connecticut Gollege Bookstore
should be as much a part of the
educational process on the campus
as our college library. The students
pay enough for their education. I do
not wish 'to make a large profit at
their expense. The textbooks at our
bookstore are sold to the students
at list-price. No mark-ups are
incorporated as Bookstore policy,"
Bookstore costs
After serving as manager of the
John Hopkins University
Bookstore, Mrs. Riley came, to
Connecticut College in January
1970: Although some expected the
Bookstore to contribute. per-
centage. of money to the College
General Fund, she has resisted this
demand.
The Bookstore receives the
standard 20 percent discount from
pub lishe r s regardless of the
number of books ordered. Shipping
fees represent a 3-4 percent
discount; 5 percent of the gross
earnings are paid to the college for
rent and utilities. To break even, a
minimum of 27 percent earnings
must be achieved.
Not all texts can be obtained for
the 20"'percent discount. Therefore,
the Bookstore makes up any losses
in the "Trade Section" where the
store receives anywhere from 20·40
percent discount on book prices.
Again, Mrs. Riley does not intend
to exploit the students, but at-
tempts to provide a wide-exposure
for students in the store's "Trade
Section. "
Unlike other colleges or
universities, the Connecticut
College Bookstore does not drain
the school for funds. Anyone who
wishes to .see the records or book
price lists is welcome to visit Mrs.
Riley anytime.
Used books as an alternative to
the increasing costs of new books
could become a money saving
solution to the wallet draining
character of the existing system.
Mrs. Riley stated, "I would be
inclined to buy used books" if the
students wanted them. Three years
ago I tried buying used books for
the students; some of them are still
in the Bookstore."-
Mrs. Riley continued, "Students
preferred the new copies rather
than the used copies. For this
reason the bookstore does not
purchase used books."
11
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'...If you're taking 'Asteroids for
Mongoloids' or 'Creative Loafing'
we've got your books!
Looking for solutions
As summer passes into fall,
thoughts of another semester of
papers and exams invade my
soundest sleep. Each year as the
price of tuition increases, so too
will the price of textbooks. In an
effor-t to understand this
phenomenon I interviewed Mrs.
Dorothy Riley, manager of the
Connecticut College Bookstore.
Contrary to popular belief, the
Bookstore does not mark-up the
prices of textbooks. This makes it
unique because it is the only
bookstore in the State of Conn-
ecticut able to make this claim.
Mrs. Riley stated that the
bookstore does not wish to exploit
the students of Connec ticut ~
College. Her approach has been to
operate the Bookstore as though it
was a library. The store serves as
an area where students can find
exposure to a wide field of books.
Course bookllsts
To successfully beat the existing
price system at Connecticut
College the Faculty might offer a
tentative book-list for each course
prior to the end of each semester.
Mrs. Riley said that the Faculty
was required to submit their
book lists to her for the second
semester by October 3rd and a list
for fall semester books for the next
academic year by May 15th. The
price increases which seem so
inevitable are the result of "in-
creased costs of transportation and
production.' ,
To publish these advance book
lists would mean that students
would have the freedom to price
books elsewhere. The book lists
would also provide the student an
opportunity to become more
familiar with his-her course
material. This would be especially
beneficial over the winter break
and, of course, over our long
summer vacation, too often spent
void of academia.
Stocking used books
Another area discussed involved
the sale of used books in the
Bookstore. Currently the student
book exchange has been respon-
sible for the sale of used books. Its
efforts have been piecemeal and
generally ineffective in generating
used books throughout the campus.
If implemented, the Bookstore's
solution would enable students to
sell used books at approximately 50
percent of their original price. The
Bookstore would resell these books
at approximately 75 percent of
their price.
The question then, according to
Mrs. Riley, is whether or not the
students of Connecticut College
would be willing to buy used books.
The price of new books will not
decrease. The Bookstore is willing'
to coordinate its book purchasing
policy to incorporate a student
desire for used books. The book
ordering policy would decrease the
costs of used books, thereby ser-
ving all budget conscious students.
Mrs. Riley assured me that the
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Pre-registration
enable students to change their
courses in the fall. What is ironic;
about this statement, is that there
is no difference bewteen Deen
Watson's proposal and the Com-
mittee's pre-registration proposal
of last year. Can we believe that
the Administration looked at the
student proposal with anything but
a quick glance, when they propose
the very thing that they rejected
six months earlier?
Mr. Rhyne stated that the cost of
mailing pre-registration forms to
freshmen, transfers and returning
students would prohit pre-
registration. A little quick arith-
metic shows us that the college
would, at the most, have to spend
$100 in mailing fees, This is a far
cry from the $16,000 wasted in the
present system. Perhaps, $16,000
means little to the Administration,
for President Ames stated last
year, " We should forget about
money."
The point here, though, is not to
argue the technicalities of a pre-
registration system. The point is
that the issue must be dealt with
quickly and earnestly by all in-
volved parties.However. the onus
appears to be on the 'Ad-
ministration and it is they who
must now initiate further ex-
ploration of the matter. The
Student Assembly has already
done their homework. If the Ad-
ministration does not act, it would
certainly vitiate any claim that
they have the student's interest at
at heart.
Walter Stve was a member of the
1976-77 Student Government Ad-
Hoc Com mittee on pre-
registration.
Next •move IS up to the Administration
By WALTER SIVE
For as many years as I have
been at Connecticut CoUege I have
heard complaints about
registration and the practices
involved with it. I have also seen a
total lack of administrative action
to rectify these problems, It seems
that our various deans and Mr.
Rhyne would rather sit back and
rationalize current registration
flaws instead of working with
students and faculty towards a
mutually acceptable solution. This
fact becomes readily apparent
when one looks at the Ad-
ministration's track record for the
past year.
In September of last year the
Student Assembly Ad-Hoc Com-
mittee on Pre-Registration began
work, on investigating both the
problems of the current
registration system and proposals
for pre-registration. Last January
President Ames told College
Council that he would like "to go
ahead with a system of pre-
registration." The SGA committee
then presented its final report to
the Administration, the Trustees
and the Faculty Steeering and
Conference Committee.
The report outlined the most
salient problems of the current
registratration system and offered
a "tentative proposal for pre-
registration to be used as a ground
work for joint student-faculty-
administrative discussions."
Approximately a month later the
Administration dropped all in-
tentions of dealing with the matter.
Such a move seems to be typical of
the vacillating .policies 01 the
Hot time, •summer In the City
L- By NoahSorkin-----------------.J
To say the least, this was not a
very good summer for New 'York
City. What with sweltering heat,
power blackout and a terror-filled
night of arson and looting, it is not
surprising that many Americans
view theBig Apple as being riddled
with worms.
Of all New York's summer
tragedies none could have been as
horrifying as the rampage of David
Berkowitz, the famed" .44 caliber
killer."
Berkowitz, also known as "Son of
Sam", terrorized the city for over a
year. Emerging from the darkness
of a deserted street late at night,
Berkowitz would fire his handgun
point-blank at teen-agerssitting in
parked cars. During the course of
ja year, the "Son of Sam" killed six
people and seriously wounded
seven.
Until his capture in late August,
Berkow itz frustrated the largest
manhunt ever undertaken by the
New York Police Department.
Now that the" .44 caliber-killer"
is finally in custody our society is
faced once more with one of the
most controversial issues of
modern times; assuming
Berkowitz is found sane and guilty,
should capital' punishment be
alloted in his c se?
Although New York State no
longer has a death penalty, there
are many people' who would like
nothing better than to see
Berkowitz put in the electric chair.
Even the mayoral candidates in
this year's election are now
bedabing where Berkowitz should
face the supreme punishment,
even though the mayor of New
York has absolutely no power to
reinstitute the death penalty for
Berkowitz.
" tell ya Johnnie, the book's got wit and
charm. I'm sure it'll be a best seller.'
Administration,but more im-
portant it underscores a total lack
of energy and initiative to im-
plement or investigate proposals
that would affect the status quo.
The SGA committee met
with the Administration twice and
finally realized that they were
dealing with a group of con-
descending stalwarts unwilling to
further student interests. Perhaps
the best evidence of this was a
comment of President Ames in
the final meeting. He stated,
"Your proposal is a good one, it
certainly can't hurt anything,it can
only help things.but it is going to
take effort." The President then
left the room and the Deans said
the only thing they would do would
be to submit the proposal to the
faculty. In effect, the Deans did not
want to deal with the
issue,because, Iikt the President
they thought it would be too much
of " an effort."
The suggestion to give the
proposal to the faculty was the
Administration's method of
assuring the death of pre-
registration, since they knew it
would never stand a chance of
passing a faculty vote. Does one
need any more evidence to
exemplify the obstinate and in-
dolent character of our Ad-
ministration? Yet, whether the
answer be yes or no, we are still
left with a grossly inadequate
registration system.
Many of the problems of
registration are readily ap-
parent,yet perhaps they need to be
reiterated. We have two person
tutorials in certain classes and
overcrowded lectures in others.
It is this writer's opinion that the
death penalty is savage, barbaric,
and under no circumstances
whatsoever should be employed at
any time.
One of the greatest advocates of
the Death penalty is the Con-
servative Party nominee for
MAYOR OF New York, Barry
Farber. Mr. Farber represents a
train of thought I consider to be,
typical of Conservative Party
ignorance and hostility. First, he
claims that the death penalty is an
active deterrent against crime.
Nothing could be further from the
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What seems most absurd is the
policy of assigning sections to
survey courses and then having
two separate sixty person classes
meeting In Oliva Hall. Teachers
are unable to estimate correct
numbers of textbooks which either
creates overstocking in the
bookstore or elimination of books
from the syllabus.
The Administration seems to be
content to let $16,000 a year be
wasted away in the present
registration system. The $16,000
amount arises from the difficulty
of ordering the correct amount of
books. Nor do they seem to be very
worried about "deadweighted"
courses ( courses which are not
taught,but for which faculty still
receive full compensation).
Perhaps the worst problem is the
frustration of being knocked out of
a course after a student has been
waiting two years to take it.
Equally frustrating is the practice
of pre-registration by department
which non-,ajors know nothing
about, or professors signing their
favorite students into their cour-
ses.
The pre-registration proposal of
the Committee provided for
creating extra sections or
eliminating sections if need be. It
also established a well defined
system of priorities for course
entrance based on class rank and
major. Finally it included an ex-
tended length of time for adequate
advising and selction of courses,
something which is conspicuously
absent from the present system.
Dean Watson has stated that she
would like to see a "pre-intention"
period. Such a program would
~~
truth. Statis tics show hthat
homocides -do not diminish as a
result of capital punishment
Second, and even worse, people
like Barry Farber adhere to the
notionofthe "the right of society to
have revenge"; an eye for an eye
and a tooth for a tooth.
Societ;y should never have the
right to take a person's life. I am
not pleading mercy or compassion
for David Berkowitz. What he did
was. terrible beyond all measures,
andheshould notbe "forgiven" for
his crime. But thE does not mean
that the state should take his life.
As I view the problem, society
should have one and only one goal
when dealing with such matters;
get the criminal away from the
public and into an environment
where he can do no harm, namely
',prison. By following thil course of
action, we have indeed protected
ourselves, but just as importantly,
we have not taken a life.
This is a basic point which
narrow-minded, reactionary fools
like Barry Farber seem unable to
grasp. A life, even that of the most
hideous killer, must have some
value. Why shouk! society subject
itself to the barbaric spectacle of
an execution? No individual, state
or court should have the power to
kill. Taking ja life, any life, il
wrong.
There are those who might claim
thatalthoughcapital punishment is
wrong societ;y is stiU running the
risk that a Berkowitz-type
character might escape from a
prison and continue to terrorize the
public. They therefore feel that
capital punishment is a necessary
evil. Myonly answer to this point of
view is that if modern man can put
amanon the moon he can certainly
construct an escape-proof prison.
The controversay over tbe death
penalty is an ugly one. It gives a
forum to people like Barry Farber;
people who are more concerned
over having to devote tax dollars to
prisoners than they are over tje
taking of a human life.
Societ;y should no longer oartake
in the cruel, barbaric and totally
uncivilized practice d executing
criminals. Let's put them in
prisons where they can not do any
more harm. But at the same time,
by refraining from taking another
life, let us preserve our humanity
and civDization. Killing is wrong.
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medium's smooth, brilliant color.
Like the watercolors, the acrylic
works are tightly composed and
beautiful in their precision.
Several sculptural pieces which
are exhibited by Robert Straight,
are the most interesting and
successful of which are flat
squarish plaques made of acrylic
and sawdust on masonite. These
four works are quite unique and
have a visual intensity deriving
from an appealing combination of
texture and strong, earthy color.
They are handsome additions to
the show.
Three abstract sculptures, two in
steel and one in wood are con-
tributed by David Smalley. Despite
tho bulk of his materials, Mr.
Smalley manages to convey (even
in steel) a pleasing delicacy. His
"Haystack I" in wood is perhaps
the best of his enteries, largely
because the lovely color and feel of
the wood is well suited for the
artist's lyrical style.
Peter Leibert's stoneware is
handsome if not particularly
unique. The two sculptural pieces,
entitled "Landscape" and
"Garden II are more intriguing,
with a fantasy quality reminiscent
of mythology.
Barkley Hendricks, renowned
(or smooth realism, exhibits four
paintings in oils. Tectmically,Mr.
hendricks is expert. He handles
color, light and composition
masterfully. Even so, the two large
paintings, entitled "Twins", are
. unsuccessful because they are
completely devoid of emotion or
rhythm.
The small paintings are much
stronger with their intense I
glowing color and intimate size.
where the viewer is turned away
by "Twins," he is invited to look
at "Frog" and "Cherry
Tomatoes," Personable color and
human expression are of the ut-
most im partance in making
realism worth the infinite skill,
patience, and time it demands of
the artist. Without ern o t ion ,
realism falls flat, becomes
humorless and dingy, and misses
the attention it deserves.
Janet Shafner contributes two
paintings to the show, both self
portraits with still lifes; and both in
oils. The paintings are well-done
and indicate the artist's desire to
present herself in a novel way, but
there is a uniformity of rather pale
color and composition which fails
to do justice to Ms. Shafner's in-
teresting self- portraits. Flatness is
not a quality one would normally
attribute to oils, but these pain-
tings, like Mr. Hendricks'
"Twins", need emotional input and
expression to achieves the desired
visual effect.
There is a polished elegance
about Lukosius' work which is
most successful in "Cosmic
Connection" . where softness of
color and smoothness of line
produce compositional harmony.
The other pieces, although ap-
pealing, do not have the visual
impact of "Cosmic Connection"
due to an over-refinement of color,
a restraint which inhibits the
design potential of the works.
Faculty exhibit art medias
By SARAH J. RABINOWITZ thoughts, and memories, and
works in a truly individual mode,
capturing the essence of the
creative process itself.
William McCloy is an
imaginative and seasoned colorist.
His three paintings have a magical
coloristic quality-they glow and
vibrate in joyous celebration of
color and its properties. Were one
to judge these paintings as strickly
on the basis of content or com-
position, one would have to admit
to a certain mundanity of content
and a lack of innovative com-
position. Fortunately for us, we
don't see Mr. McCloy's work in
black or white, and so his paintings
remain bright,fun and supremely
colorful.
Jon Freidman's watercolors are
some of the most arresting. pieces
in the show. The artist handles a
difficult medium with exquisite
finesse, and the watercolors
exhibited are finely detailed,
evocative works with none of the
blandness normally associated
with this medium. "Baby Bathing"
is particularly beautiful in its
delicacy and charm, deriving
much of its effect from the artist's
sensitive handling of light.
Freidman also exhibits a
powerful color and design
sense in his two acrylic works,
"Alchemical Sphere" and
"Shimmer -Small Version". In
both pieces, the acrylic is used in a
sculptural mode, accentuating the
A diverse faculty art exhibition is
presently being featured at
Cummings Arts Center. The entire
art department has represented
some pieces, in display in the
Manwar-ing and Dana Gallaries,
which will run until September 30.
As a result of its diversity students
in the art department will be eo-
couraged by the wide range 0/
artistic materials and the ac-
ceptance of both traditional and
new approaches to visual
problems.
Indi viduality is the keyword:
each artist has arrived. through
years of experience at a style
which particularly suits his or her
aesthetic philosophy. From fan-
ciful mixed media to smooth
realism to the most minimal of
abstraction, the show is a
testament to the idea that in-
dividuality is what separates the
artist from the technician.
Maureen McCabe's mixed media
is at once delightfully imaginative
and impeccably precise. In the
three collages shown, ( " Electric
Fan Nightmare", "Three Ladies of
the ' Night", and "Moon-Sun")she
combines watercolor. letterforrns,
feathers and cut-outs to produce
works of integrity and depth, en-
dowed with a rich, lively per-
sonality. Ms. McCabe has drawn
without fear upon the sources most
available to any artists' dreams ..
for Carey's pushing for his can-
didate, Cuomo. Goodman also has
an edge next week up until the
Democratic run-off since he has no
such run-off to worry about. He has
the opportunity to take shots at the
Democratic Party as a whole,
rather than one specific candidate.
The Democrats are vulnerable
until they get a candidate on the
19th, and it seems that the race
could get so sticky that the party
may not be unified enough come
November •. which would be to
Goodman's advantage.
Another problem for Cuomo is
that if he loses the primary, he has
the Liberal Line to run on. But the
Liberals don't have the man that
helped John Lindsay win in 1969,
Alex Rose. Since Rose's death
early this year, the Liberals have
been less than together, the battle
over Cuomo and Goodman for an
endorsement being a prime
example. Cuomo, then,
desperately needs both the
Democratic nod and the Liberal
endorsement to help his chances
for winning.
It will be interesting to see just
what happens on the 19th of Sep-
tember. [f it comes down to Koch
as the winner, then a four-man
race will certainly be a spectacle to
see. [f Cuomo wins this primary
then he probably will be the victor
in November. The pundits (sorry.
about using that word) may
secretly want Koch, to add a little
spice to their -columns, now that
Abe Beame is gone. We'll just have
to wait and see.
even if he didn't win the
Democratic primary. This sort of
semi-patronage, plus some
distortions- in the press about the
death penalty issue may hurt
Cuomo, but it looks now as if he'll
be in two spots on the November
hallot.
Cuomo will have an easy time
with Farber. John Chamberlain
recently wrote, "Can you imagine
New York City with Barry Farber
as Mayor?" Honestly, no. I can't.
Chamberlain was writing with
obvious relish, what with him being
spokesman for the right-right-right
wing. But good; Lord, can you
imagine a man out on the fringes as
mayor of the nation's largest city?
It's enough to make one shudder.
Cuomo is as much for law and
order as Farber is with important
differences; Farber's plans for
cleaning up the streets deprive
certain people (criminals, that is)
of their civil liberties. Yet Cuomo.
while still strong on law and order,
has every intention of letting each
person have a fair trial. Not that
Farber wouldn't either, but he has
himself admitted that things would
be different. That's just as
dangerous as Mark Rudd
becoming governor of California a
few years ago. People on the
fringes, for the most part, should
rem ain there and not bother
anyone.
Gcqqman reminds one of John
Lindsay, in the respect that he is a
liberal Republican. In fact, he
would have received the Liberal
Paety endorsement had it not been-
Good Lord!
By David Cruthers
younger. I'm not knocking the
Grey Panthers, it's just that it m.ay
be time for Abe to take his pension.
The interesting thing about the
winner of the primary which 'made
Abe Beame a lame-duck mayor,
Edward Koch, is that he did not win
one single district (i.e. Bronx..
Brooklyn, etc.) last Thursday. The
others, Beame, Mrs. Abzug, Mario
Cuomo did. Koch will have to- do
better against Cuomo next week, if
he wants to challenge Roy Good-
man in November. (The other
major candidates are Cuomo, as
the Liberal Party nominee, and
radio personality-talk show host
Barry Farber, as the choice of the
Conservative Par ty.)
I look for Cuomo to win on the
19th, but not by much. Because of
the fact that Koch did not carry any
-one district last week, but only put
together a solid string of second
and third places, I don't believe
that he can put together enough of
a showing against Cuomo. With the
Liberal Party's endorsement
behind, Cuomo should be able to
pick up a lot of help in Manhattan,
where Mrs. Abzug won handily.
Cuomo has the stigma of being
known around New York as
"Carey's Boy," meaning, of
course, that he was the hand-
picked choice of the Governor,
Hugh Carey, who shocked .amu pf
his fellow Democrats recently by
saying that he would back Cuomo
Good Lord! Can you believe it?
It's the 10th of September as of this
writing, and so much has hap-
pened. Actually, if you want to add
it all up and see what's happened
all summer, there has been enough
to fill this newsmagazine. and then
some. Elvis, Zero and especially
Groucho have died, even Kenny
O'Donnell, and here we still jre.
We're having our own little
Watergate, maybe we should call it
Watergatette, but still, it's bad
enough. Bert Lance should resign,
everyone knows that, and I think
that even he does. I believe that
after he has the chance to defend
himself before Abe RibicoWs
Senate Committee, he will resign.
He knows that he has caused Mr.
Carter considerable em-
- barassment, and as an effective
leader in Washington, he's
finished.
But that's not all.
Abe Beame ran -in his final
election last week, and that's the
end for him. The Security and
Exchange Commission puhlished
their report on the New York City
financial crisis two weeks before
his toughest election ever. That'
was' the death knell for him. It's
indeed possible that New York did
need a scapegoat for its problems,
. and the b""t thing to do is to blame
the meum bent. I really think that,
at 71. it was time for Mr. Beame to
relinquisb his post to someone
Fact or farce
the bank is siowly surrounded by
police and spectators, during this
six hour siege Sonny becomes
aimost an heroic figure--a comical
one the product and victim of show
biz. He almost incites the crowd to
riot against the police, when he
throws money into the air and a
free for all begins.
During the negotiations with the
police, one catches glimpses of the
other minor characters, Leon,
Sonny's wife, the typicai Jew ish
wife, and the spectators, who
watch the bank for hours. The
Federal agents are called into the
case and agree to give Sonny and
Sal a car and driver to take them to
the airport, although the Agents
overpower them.
Most of the characterizations In
the film are exaggerated ones,
making it almost unbelievabie that
one is reporting a serious fact not a
comic story. The viewer becomes
more symphathetic towards
Sonny, the victim of a heartless
society. With the other characters
it is hard to be really smphathetic:
as one Can accept everything as a
farce, .
Technically the film is un-
douhtedly a feat, and within the
characterizations the acting is
good. The farcical tone succeeds
although as a serious film it is hard
to accept.
As the film is based on a true
event. an epilogue is included to
report the status of the par-
ncrpanrs, but again this is difficult
to accept in a serious vein, and one
tends to laugh at the unusual, but
not ponder over the sad. It lacked
therefore credibiiity.
Dog Day Afternoon
By HOWARD POLINER Not only does the bank have only
$1\00 in the vault, but Sonny
(Pacino's character) and Sal
bungle their way through the hold-
up, Sonny, an inexperienced
robber, wants to get money to
finance the sex change operation of
his boyfriend, Leon, whose
psychiatrist recommended such an
operation: Leon explains, "I'm
really a woman trapped in a man's
body." Sal has more basic finan-
cial motives.
A silent alarm is triggered and
The film Dog Day Afternoon will
be shown tonight in Palmer
Auditorium at 8 p.m. - The filin
directed by Sidney Lumet is based
on actual story with an updated
. screenplay by Frank Piersoa. The
element of farce is quite apparent
in this story starlhg AI Pacino as a
Brooklyn bankrobb.er. He, along
with Sal (John Cazalle) sets off on
a hor summer, afternoon to hold up
a bank.
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Raising 'The Dead' ill N.J.
By FRED MUROLO
On September 3, the Grateful
Dead played at Raceway Park lor
a "Summer's End Concert." For
one day this central New Jersey
drag race strip became the third
largest city in the state, as 150,000
fans flocked to the site,
Arriving as early as Thursday
lor this Saturday spectacle, people
overran the small boroughs of
Englishtown and Old Bridge, For
10m iles in each direction the
narrow access roads became great
parking lots.
Such an invasion overwhelmed
the local residents. The county
district attorney openly criticized
the promoters, and he predicted
uncontrollable, widespread
violence. Motorcycle gangs were
supposed to arrive ready to inflict
terror on other concert goers. But
in the tradition of Woodstock and
Watkins Glen everyone stayed
happy. and there were no unusual
problems. There was a bit of
overcrowding, fest room' lines
presented a half hour wait, sun
burn was inevitable, and the water
spigots were surrounded by ankle
deep mud. Also the promoter gave
the usual warnings about poisons
such as stricnine being sold as
drugs.
In the midst of describing such
an extravaganza, one may lose
sight of what motivated such a
crowd to assemble, the music. The
concert was billed .to start at two
o'clock, but the crowd got anxious
and the New Riders were ready so
they kicked it olf half an hour
early. Everyone laid back, con-
sumed their party paraph en alia,
and listened to what our promoter
assured us was one of the finest
sound systems ever put together
for an outdoor concert.
The New Riders of the Purple
Sage, their formal name, are a
country rock group that employs
more country than rock. They
played a short set of about eighty
minutes including an encore. In-
cluded were some of their best
known tunes: "I Don't Know You," -
"G lendale Train." "Henry."
"Panama Red," and the encore of
"Red Neck Mothers" and "Dead
Flowers."
After an hour break next up
came The Marshall Tucker Band,
the premier southern rock and roll
band. Behind Toy Caldwell's
slashing guitar they came out and
did their stuff: "Searchin' For a
Rainbow," "Fire On The Moun-
tain," "24 Hours At A Time,"
"Can't You See," and others. Their
set lasted an hour and a half, and
like the New Riders, they were
received with only moderate
warmth. People came to see The
Dead.
Another hour break ensued. The
sun mercifully sank behind a cloud,
bringing comfort to the masses.
This was the final lull in the long,
musical day. People napped or
fixed a bite to eat, went to fetch
water, got in the restroom line. As
time wore on, one could feel
electricity in the crowd. a buzz of
anticipation. finally a roar as
Garcia and company strolled onto
the stage and 150,000 rose to their
leet. Jerry Scher gave them a
personal introduction like that
given to the Allman Brothers four
years earlier at Watkins Glen. "On
drums and percussion, Micky
Hart, on drums and percussion,
Bill Kreutzman, on bass, Phil Lesh,
on piano, Keith Godchaux, on
vocals Donna Godchaux, on lead
guitar and vocals,. Jerry Garcia,
and on rhythm guitar and vocals.
Bob Weir. Ladies and Gentlemen,
the best band in the land, The
Greatful Dead." Pandemonium.
Everyone of 150,000 felt vin-
dicated for any hadrship and
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Jerry Garcia of the (,rateful Dead.
sacrifice necessary to reach the
concert because there on stage
stood the objects of all their efforts.
And The Dead did not disappoint.
They led the willing throngs
through two masterful sets and an
encore which totaled three hours
and lorty minutes. The Dead
opened with rock and roll, "The
Promised Land." From there they
combined fast and slow with such
tunes as "Truckin"," "Bertha,"
"Me and My Uncle," "Not Fade
Away." "He's Gone," "Frrend.of
the Devil," "Eyes of the World,"
"The Music Never Stopped," and
of course many more. From their
new album carne "Estimated
Prophet" and tire title song
"Terrapin Station."
Garcia's precision guitar knifed
through the crowd accompanied by
his distinctive, raspy voice. Weir
boomed out the vocals and teamed
-with Donna Godchaux for a
pleasant version of "Looks Like
Rain." Keith Godchaux intervened
with timely bursts of ·piano, and
Lesh's bass was a presence felt
rather than heard. The percussion
boys did their thing and it all fil.
The members 01 the band have a
knack for conveying to the crowd
the lun they have performing. It is
a stimulating experience, hence
the bumper stickers, "There's
Nothing Like A Greatful Dead
Concert. "
. The local newspapers gave
extensive coverage to the concert,
but the emphasis was Oil the crowd
and its effects on the area rather
than the music. Though indirectly
each article seemed to question
how a rock group could draw
thousands of people willing to pay
ten dollars to spend a day in such
unfavourable conditions. Yo had to
be there.
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